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Abstract—The aim of this internship is to improve
the test process, especially the data exchange and
treatment, as well as the production traceability, of an
aeronautical Diesel engine. New criteria are devised to
enhance the verifications of the engine’s performance.
The documentation used throughout the process is
globally reworked. New documents are also created, to
simplify and codify the process. The updates to forms,
instructions and specifications are included. Search
for data in the Production Records is simplified by
sorting the documents composing them, both in paper
and digital formats. This paper also presents the work
accomplished with the test subcontractor.

Sammanfattning—Målet med detta projekt är att
förbättra testprocessen och spårbarheten i produk-
tionen av en dieselmotor till flygplan. Nya kriterier
skapas för att förbättra verifieringen av motorn. Upp-
dateringarna av formulär, instruktioner och specifika-
tioner är inkluderade. Använda dokument i processen
presenteras och uppdateras globalt. Nya dokumenter
skapas också för att förenkla och kodifiera processen.
Sökning av data i produktionsuppgifterna förenklas
genom att sortera dokumenten, både i digital form
och i pappersform. Denna uppsats presenterar också
arbetet som utfördes med underleverantören.
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I. INTRODUCTION

P ISTON engines, though replaced for commer-
cial and military applications by jet engines

and turboprops, are still used for light aviation
purposes. Among those, Diesel aircraft engines are
a growing part of the General Aviation market. They
are not a new idea, being first experimented in the
late 1920’s, and used in airships and transport air-
craft prior to World War II [1]. However, it is only
recently, due to ecological and economic concerns,
that Diesel engines were once again considered
for aircraft uses. Their lower fuel consumption
combined with a cheaper and less polluting fuel
makes them a viable alternative to spark-ignition
engines. This paper concentrates on the test process
of such an engine, as well as the documentation
used in the course of its production to ensure the
required traceability.

II. OBJECTIVES

The objectives of the internship were divided
in two main themes : engine tests and production
documents.

The first part of the internship focused on improv-
ing the engine test processing and analysis. It com-
prised formatting the production test database and
analyzing the available data. Using this analysis,
new alerts were to be set up to highlight production
deviations. Improving the exchanges with the test
subcontractors was another of the requested actions.

The second theme dwelt upon analyzing the
current production documentation and proposing
improvements. It was to be done by facilitating
the gathering of data to complete the Production
Records, and modifying their architecture. The
recording of the information in digital format and
the presentation of the data to the Authorities were
also to be investigated.

III. CONTEXT OF THE INTERNSHIP

A. Presentation of the company

The internship took place at Safran SMA (Société
de Motorisations Aéronautiques). The company
started in 1997 as a joint-venture between Socata
and Renault Sport F1 [2], to produce a new Diesel
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engine for General Aviation. In 2005 it was bought
out by Safran Snecma, the main French aircraft
engine company, and was renamed Safran SMA.
During the internship, it was integrated into Safran
Aircraft Engines (SAE) and became its piston en-
gine division. In this report, the company will be
referred to as SMA for the ease of reading.

Since June 2017, it is entirely located in Melun-
Villaroche, which is an important site for aircraft
engine manufacturing in France. Most notably, the
CFM56, LEAP and M88 jet engines are assembled
and tested there.

Fig. 1. Aerial view of the Melun-Villaroche site. Around 6500
people work there.

The main product of the company is the SR305-
230 engine. It will be described in details in the next
section. Under development is a 260 hp version of
the SR305 as well as a six-cylinder engine based
on the SR305 architecture, called the SR460.

B. Presentation of the engine

1) Characteristics: The engine produced by
SMA is a direct drive turbocharged four-cylinder,
four-stroke Diesel engine. The cylinders are hor-
izontally opposed. It is air and oil cooled. Its
compression rate is around 15:1.

The main characteristics of the engine are sum-
marized in Table I. The name of the engine gives
some indications: SR is for Snecma-Renault, 305
is the displacement in in3 and 230 is the power in
hp. The current version is called Enhanced, which
gives SR305-230E.

Thanks to its Diesel technology, the engine runs
on Jet A fuel. It is a departure from the majority of
General Aviation engines, that use AVGAS fuel. Jet
A is available virtually everywhere, while AVGAS

TABLE I
MAIN CHARACTERISTICS OF THE SR305-230E

Power 230 hp
Displacement 5 liters

Specific fuel consumption 215 g/kWh
Torque 740 N.m

Dry weight 207 kg
Power/weight ratio 0.82 kW/kg

is only present in countries with a high quantity of
General Aviation aircraft. Fuel efficiency is higher
for a Diesel engine, and Jet A costs less than
AVGAS.

The engine block is composed of two crankcases,
left and right, and a lower block, called the oil
sump. An oil pump, driven by the crankshaft and
located in the oil sump, feeds the lubrication and
cooling circuits.

Fig. 2. The SR305-230E engine.

Engine control is facilitated by the use of a single
throttle in nominal mode. The throttle commands
the Engine Control Unit (ECU), which in turn con-
trols the fuel flow by adjusting the position of the
injection pump’s control rack. The ECU regulates
the engine based on the selected power setting
and data collected by various sensors, including
compressor inlet pressure and temperature, engine
speed, fuel temperature, etc. It also records the
engine parameters.

Should a problem arise with the normal mode,
the pilot can switch to a backup, mechanical mode.
The throttle then directly acts on the control rack
through a lever.
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The first generation, SR305-230 and SR305-230-
1, was equipped with an off-the-shelf turbocharger.
The latest version, the SR305-230E for Enhanced,
uses a turbocharger designed and produced by SMA
specifically for the engine. It has a pressure ratio of
around 3.3. The turbocharger helps achieving higher
power at high altitude by feeding more air to the
engine.

It is located under the engine, fixed on the
exhaust manifold. The outside air is brought to
the compressor inlet, then passes through a heat
exchanger before entering the inlet manifold. The
exhaust gases are led to the inlet of the turbine that
drives the compressor and are then evacuated.

The engine is designed to be attached to the
airplane by a Dynafocal mounting. The axes of the
attachment points are focused on a point just in
front of the center of gravity of the engine. This
solution has the advantage of greatly reducing the
vibrations of the engine, and is simple and compact
[3].

2) Applications: The SR305-230 is designed to
be installed on light aircraft, either single- or twin-
engined. The first generation of the engine was
certified by the FAA in 2002, the Enhanced version
in 2011.

The main application of the engine is the Cessna
182. It is one of the most common aircraft of its
class, being in production since 1956. The engine
can be either mounted on new aircraft or as part of
a conversion package designed by SMA.

Fig. 3. A Cessna 182Q equipped with the SMA SR305-230.
The distinguishable cowling was specifically designed for the
engine.

Additionally, the SR305-230E was selected by
Diamond, an Austrian aircraft manufacturer, to
equip its new aircraft, the DA50.

IV. ENGINE TESTS

A. Context

As part of its industrial process, SMA carries out
tests on various equipments. The most important
one is the test of the engine itself. However SMA
doesn’t possess the facilities to conduct running
tests of its engines, so they are subcontracted to
other companies.

Engine tests are conducted in three different
contexts. The first one is the development of the
engine, also called ”Part 21J” from the paragraph
of the aeronautical regulation dedicated to design
organizations, whether it is for new versions or
current ones. The purpose of these tests means that
they can be different from one another. They are
conducted by a company called MTT Moteurtest,
located in Normandy.

The second one is production tests, also referred
to as ”Part 21G”. Once an engine is finished, it
must be tested to make sure it functions correctly,
to tune its settings and assess its performance. These
tests follow a standardized procedure. They are
conducted at a company called SODEMO (Société
de Développement de Moteurs) based in Magny-
Cours, in Central France. It is specialized in racing
car engines production and tests. The SR305-230,
being a piston engine, presents a high similarity
with such engines.

The third and last one is maintenance, also known
as ”Part 145”. When an engine is returned to SMA
for repairs, it is tested before being sent back to
the Customer. These tests are basically the same
as the ones done with new engines, so they take
place at SODEMO too. The main difference is that
most of the engines tested in this context are of
an older generation, which leads to minor changes
in the process. Additionally, regulations in Part 145
differ from the ones in Part 21G.

The internship focused primarily on production
tests, however its scope was extended to mainte-
nance when the similarity between them allowed it.
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B. Description of the test facility

As explained in the previous section, the tests
are carried out in a company specialized in piston
engines testing. The company has 4 test cells, of
which No 2 is dedicated to SMA’s engine. The
test cell can be isolated from the working space
to reduce the sound during tests.

Fig. 4. The test cell seen from outside. The circular hole at the
back is where the exhaust gases are evacuated.

The engine is attached to the test bench by a
Dynafocal type attachment, as on the airplane. It is
fully instrumented.

Air is brought to the inlet of the turbocharger to
feed the engine. The engine is cooled both by the air
in the test cell and by air channeled directly toward
the cylinder heads from the top, as seen on fig. 5.

Fig. 5. The SR305-230E on its test bench. The brake is on the
left. The gray pipes on top of the engine are used to blow air
on the cylinder heads.

The temperatures of the ambient air, of the air
blown on the cylinder heads and the air brought to

the turbocharger inlet are regulated. This ensures
that they are stable throughout the test.

The air/air heat exchanger used on the airplane
between the turbocharger and the engine inlet man-
ifold is replaced by a water/air heat exchanger on
the bench. The air/oil heat exchanger for the oil
circuit is replaced by a water/oil one. It is easier to
regulate a water-based circuit than an air circuit in
a closed test cell, and the system is more compact.

The crankshaft is connected to a brake to absorb
the power of the engine. It replaces the torque of
the propeller.

The oil filter, contained in the oil sump during
normal operation, is not mounted in the engine
during the test. Instead an external filter is installed
on the bench, and is connected to the engine using
an interface. Fuel consumption is measured via a
scale that weighs the fuel injected into the engine.
The oil consumption measure is done by measuring
the volume of oil recovered during the draining of
the engine, at the end of the test.

The bench is controlled from a desk separated
from the cell by a window, to have a view on the
engine, as seen on figure 6. The bench operator
controls the engine rotation speed and the torque.
He has the possibility to switch from electrical to
mechanical mode.

Fig. 6. The test bench control desk.

C. Description of the engine test

The standard production engine test is composed
of two main phases, the Running-in and the Ac-
ceptance test. The latter can be further divided into
the Performance Characterization, the LVDT Power
setting and the Mechanical Mode Power Setting.
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Depending on the status of the engine, some of
these steps may not be executed. For example, if the
engine already did the LVDT Power Setting and was
not modified in the meantime, it is not necessary to
redo it.

The engine parameters are measured during the
whole test at a frequency of 1 Hz. Additionally,
values averaged over 30s are calculated at running
conditions set by SMA. Each phase begins and ends
with the acquisition of one such point while the
engine is not running, to ensure the sensors are
correctly set and zeroed. The whole test sequence
is presented in Appendix A, with the characteristics
of the points at which averaged values are to be
acquired.

1) Engine Running-in: When it is the first time
the engine is run, the test begins by a running-in.
It is called a ”pine tree” running-in, due to the
shape of the torque-speed graph. Rotation speed
and torque increments are successively executed
until maximum power is reached. The running-in
conditions are presented in the upper part of the
table in Appendix A. This phase lasts approximately
1 hour.

2) Acceptance test: The Acceptance phase be-
gins with the characterization of the engine perfor-
mance. The first step is checking the pure compres-
sion behavior of the engine. To do so, the pressure
in the cylinders is measured during one rotation of
the crankshaft, without combustion.

Afterwards, the engine is started and the operator
follows the sequence in Appendix A until point No
27. The test process is designed to verify the be-
havior of the engine in various running conditions,
including idling.

The next step is to set the power of the engine
via the Linear Variable Displacement Transducer
(LVDT) sensor. This sensor gives the position of
the injection pump control rack. Knowing the LVDT
values measured during the characterization, the op-
erator can manually adjust a screw inside the control
unit to match the LVDT value to the required power.

To verify the setting, the engine is started and two
acquisition points are done, No 29 and 30. They are
the most important points of the Acceptance phase,
as the conformity criteria are set for them.

To set the Mechanical Mode Power, the operator
adjusts the mechanical stop screw to reach the
desired LVDT value (for SR305-230-1s) or Power
(for SR305-230Es). An acquisition point, No 33, is
again taken to verify the setting.

The Acceptance test takes about 1.5 hours to be
completed. At the end of the test, the engine is
drained and an oil sample is taken.

D. Documentation

One objective of the internship concerning engine
tests was to improve the process, this was done
through the documentation used.

Among all the documents that were dealt with
during the internship, some are working documents,
which don’t require any validation by another per-
son at SMA. Others have to be implemented into
the Quality Referential, which means they have to
be approved by a member of the Quality team or
the person responsible of the process concerned.
Finally, the most important documents have to be
checked and validated by several people, usually di-
rectors. This validation process means that a few it-
erations of the documents were sometimes required
before they could be accepted. This system, though
complicated and time-consuming, minimizes the
risk of errors. Having people with different point of
views reading the documents also favors new ideas
and improvements.

As SMA was integrated to SAE, one change that
had to be applied to virtually every document was
to replace the SMA logo by the Safran logo, as
well as replacing every mention of SMA by Safran
Aircraft Engines.

1) Specifications: The Specifications or Cahier
des charges (CDC) for the standard test describe
the process in depth. They provide the subcontractor
with all the information required to perform the test,
from the oil to use to the parameters to measure.
They are the main test document. When specific
tests are required by SMA, they are described by
additional notes which are clearly mentioned in the
documents sent with the engine.

The installation procedure of the engine is de-
scribed for both the -1 and Enhanced engines. A
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few details were added. The inventory of plugs to
be found on the engine upon arrival was corrected.

An oil leak happened during a visit to the subcon-
tractor. It turned out the oil sump was of an older
version, and the oil filter interface used was the
wrong one. To avoid such problems in the future,
a warning was introduced concerning this reference
of oil sump, along with an appendix that explains
the installation method in this case.

The measurements required by SMA are listed in
tables, with the requested unit and, when necessary,
the formula to calculate the parameter. However, it
appeared that the CDC’s list and the results sent by
SODEMO were not totally matching. Some param-
eters sent by SODEMO were not asked by SMA.
A review of these parameters was then performed.

Among them, the Air-Fuel Ratio was not kept,
as it can be calculated from other parameters,
namely the Specific Fuel Consumption and the Air
Flow Rate. The Post-Filter Pressure, the Pump Inlet
Fuel Pressure and the Blown Air Temperature were
added to the requirements as they give useful data.

Two calculated parameters were introduced:
- The maximum difference between Cylinder

Pressures. It can highlight a compression issue with
one of the cylinders.

- The maximum difference between Cylinder
Head Temperatures. It is related to their cooling but
also to the temperature regulation of the bench. It
can indicate a problem with one of the cylinders.

Following the parameters are the associated tol-
erances, test conditions and criteria.

Tolerances for the two new calculated parameters
were added, 15◦C maximum difference for the
Cylinder Head Temperatures and 15 bar maximum
difference for the Cylinder Pressures. They were
based on the experience with previous tests.

The Compressor Inlet Temperature was already
restricted to 15 +/-10◦C , however a stability con-
dition of +/-2◦C during the test was added as a
too significant variation could affect the engine
performance.

There were conditions on the Ambient Tempera-
ture, the Compressor Inlet Pressure but not on the
Ambient Pressure and Hygrometry. The EUROCAE

ED-14F standard was used. It gives the environ-
mental conditions for airborne equipment tests [4].
The maximum humidity was thus set to 85%. If it
exceeds this value, the test can still be performed,
because it is taken into account by the ECU and the
engine control is corrected accordingly. However it
must be explicitly specified on the test documents
that the test occurred under such conditions. As for
the Ambient Pressure, it was decided that the Inlet
Pressure condition of 95 +/-2 kPa abs was sufficient,
as it was already more restrictive than the standard.

The last condition to be added was on the Fuel
Pump Inlet Pressure. Based on the specifications
given by the pump manufacturer, the minimum
pressure was set to 100 kPa abs.

After analysis of the previous test data, a po-
tential tightening of the conformity criteria was
identified. Four of the parameters have a criterion
delimited by two intervals at given temperatures,
effectively forming a parallelogram when drawing
the temperature vs. parameter graph. When plotting
all the test results on one graph, the dispersion
was well contained in the parallelograms for three
parameters, see fig. 7. For the Inlet Manifold Air
Pressure, some of the values were out of the gauge,
they correspond to failed tests that were not taken
into account for the statistical studies.

Fig. 7. The four parameters with their parallelogram gauges.
Each blue dot represents one engine test.

In the end the criteria were not altered as they
are a certification obligation of SMA. Modifying
them would have required to change numerous
documents for a small benefit.
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Next, the CDC reviews the test procedure as
presented in section IV-C. The most significant
update to this part was to incorporate the next
version of the engine. Its main difference compared
to the previous ones is that the power in mechanical
mode is no longer limited to 200 hp but is now
equal to the power in nominal mode. This affects
the initial LVDT value to set the power, as well as
the target power interval.

The documents used during a test to exchange
the results, the logistical information, etc. are then
listed and briefly described. The inventory and the
descriptions were updated in accordance with the
modifications done to the documents, which are
presented in the following sections.

SMA’s quality and safety requirements make up
the last part of the CDC. They were reviewed with
the help of the Quality team. The wording was
improved to avoid ambiguities and references to
obsolete documents were removed.

All in all, the CDC was updated in a compre-
hensive manner, to better match both SMA’s and
the subcontractor’s needs, and to take into account
the evolutions of the test process.

2) Reception Record: The Reception Record or
Procès-Verbal de Réception (PVR) is a document
that serves as a certificate of conformity for the test.
The values of the parameters on which criteria are
set in the CDC are written down to check if they
comply or not. The subcontractor can then conclude
if the engine matches the criteria.

However it was noted that sometimes values were
written down by the subcontractor without noticing
that they were out of the criteria. A check-box
was added to ensure that the comparison of each
parameter with its criterion was correctly done.

One of the identified issues was that the Serial
Number (S/N) of the turbocharger used for the test
could be hard to ascertain. As a matter of fact,
the S/N was known at the arrival and departure of
the engine at SODEMO, however the turbocharger
could be dismounted in the meantime and another
one used for the test. In such a case, it was compli-
cated to identify the right turbocharger. To remedy
that, this information was introduced in the PVR,

the Situation Card and the Results File.
Additionally, the regulatory status of the engine

was not clearly specified on the documentation. As
the PVR and the Situation Card can be used for
Part 21G or Part 145 engines, it was important to
make the distinction. Both require distinct tools and
procedures, and any ambiguity must be avoided.
A box where the person preparing the documents
can select the status was thus implemented in all
concerned documents.

Other information was added, such as the oil
batch number.

3) Situation Card: The Situation Card, or Fiche
de Situation, gathers the logistical and chronologi-
cal information of the test. It is prefilled by SMA
before the engine is sent, and then completed by
SODEMO after the test is over. The Situation Card,
together with the PVR, is sent back with the engine.

The changes to this form followed the same
pattern as for the PVR, see the above section. One
additional element was the reference and version
of the PVR and CDC utilized for the test. The
alternatives were reviewed and inserted in a list
the person in charge of using the document can
choose from. A warning on the coherence between
the version sent and the one indicated was deemed
necessary.

4) Results File: The Results File is an Excel
file that contains the averaged values for the points
described in the CDC. The data are presented in
four tables: two for the Running-in, one for the Per-
formance Characterization and one for the Power
Settings.

The file already had alerts on the parameters
which have a conformity criterion. When the value
was outside the limits set in the CDC, the cell turned
red. This enabled the subcontractor and SMA to
quickly judge the conformity of the engine.

However the other parameters did not have such
alerts, which meant that potential defects or mea-
sure errors were harder to detect. The implemen-
tation of additional warnings, called pattern alerts,
was an important objective of the internship.

Test statistics (cf. section IV-E) were the basis for
this work. As there were no criteria to work from
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Fig. 8. Excerpt of a Results File. The alerts are clearly visible
in the table.

like the conformity parameters, new ones had to be
devised.

In order to distinguish these alerts from the
conformity ones, the color of the alert was set to
orange. In case of an orange cell, the subcontractor
must ask SMA for instructions. SMA then decides
depending on the nature of the issue if the test can
be accepted or not.

As the statistics only refer to max power points,
the new alerts were set only on the points having the
same running conditions. Furthermore, the statistics
are those of the Enhanced version, so the alerts were
not applied to the Results File dedicated to the older
generations.

Another type of alerts had been proposed, based
on the consistency between different measures. As
a matter of fact, during the tests, some parameters
are measured both by a sensor from the engine and
by a sensor from the test bench. The sensors being
placed in slightly different emplacements, a small
difference exists, but comparing the two still gives
valuable information.

By doing so, the nature of a problem can be
assessed. If only one of the values is off, it means
that it is probably due to a measurement error.
As with the other category of alert, the statistics
were used to set the acceptable difference between
measures for each parameter. When the difference

between the two is higher than the limit, a yellow
alert appears on the file on the first of them. The
data are then further investigated to find the origin
of the problem.

Same as for the pattern alerts, the consistency
alerts are based on maximum power points. How-
ever it was decided to extend the alert to all points
of the test, including the ones intended for verifying
the zeroing of the sensors, as it was assumed that
the difference between the two measures would
not vary significantly at lower power conditions.
Experience with the following tests was consistent
with this hypothesis.

The same reasoning was used for applying the
alerts to the older generation of engines. Here
the results were mostly the same, barring a few
parameters for which the difference criterion was
too restrictive and was thus slightly extended.

Pattern and consistency alerts are quite new,
which means that they still have to be tuned more
precisely. Only more tests will bring the required
experience relative to their use.

The Results File also contains the Power Set-
ting card, the conformity gauges, the compression
graphs, the running-in graph and the conditions
graph.

Lastly, two new versions of the Results File were
created. The first one is made for the version of
the engine which doesn’t have the power limitation
in mechanical mode anymore. The values of the
criteria at point No 33, during the setting, were
modified accordingly. The second one is made for
the 260 hp engine. The specific criteria due to the
new power value were adopted from a document
of the development team, as this engine was not
in production yet. The test is a bit longer, with an
increased number of acquisition points. Other than
that, both new documents kept the format of the file
intended for the current production engine.

5) Raw data file: Also sent by the subcontractor
is the file containing the raw data of the tests. The
measurements are made at a frequency of 1 Hz.

The parameters included in this file are the ones
described in the CDC, as well as additional ones
gathered by the ECU. The purpose of this file is
to monitor the entire test, and detect anomalies that
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might not be appearing with the averaged values of
the Results File.

6) Raw data exploitation file: In order to use the
raw data more effectively, a file was created to plot
graphs that are useful for the test processing from
it. This could previously take time to perform.

As these graphs are made to be used during the
standard analysis, they were chosen to make sure
they are representative of the behavior of the engine.

Five different charts are plotted:
- A graph related to the lubrication circuit with

the following parameters: Torque, Oil Pressure,
Carter Oil Temperature, Engine speed.

- A graph related to the engine control with:
Torque, LVDT Position, Rack Position Setpoint,
Engine Speed, Position Error.

- A graph related to the cooling circuit that
contains: Oil Pressure, Cooling Outlet Pressure,
Cooling Inlet Pressure, Cooling Oil Flow Rate,
Carter Oil Temperature, Engine Speed.

- A graph related to the kerosene supply: Torque,
LVDT position, Fuel Pump Inlet Pressure, Fuel
Flow Rate, Engine Speed.

- A graph related to the electrical actuation:
LVDT Position, Rack Position Setpoint, Electrical
Engine Current.

A gallery of graphs showing defects was created
to complement the exploitation file. This could help
identify a previously encountered issue if need be.
To find the appropriate graphs, the test history was
reviewed. A table with the tests that failed and the
cause of the failure already existed. With this list,
interesting tests were selected and the graphs were
drawn using the raw data and the exploitation file.
Short captions were added to each graph, describing
the issue and what signs to look for.

This gallery is meant to be updated. If a new
defect were to occur, the corresponding graph can
be added to make it more comprehensive.

7) Exchange Manual: After looking at the pre-
vious data transfers, it became apparent that guide-
lines for exchanges with the subcontractor were
necessary. As a matter of fact, the name of the files
varied from one test to the other, sometimes the doc-
uments were sent together, sometimes separately.

In order to gather these rules, a manual was
created. To elaborate it, work was performed in
close relation with the subcontractor to find the most
adapted arrangements for both parties. The manual
especially explains what format the emails should
have and the pattern for naming the files. To number
the test runs of an engine, the system used by the
subcontractor was adopted. For example, the second
run of the engine S/N 1045 is called 1045-2.

Also described are the occasions on which to
use the dedicated test mailbox, restricted to emails
directly concerning the tests. Another important
aspect is the approval of the test by SMA. It was
reminded that it has to be notified in written form
to the subcontractor.

Lastly, the manual includes an inventory of the
documents used for the exchanges, their current
version as well as a short description of their
function. All of this makes the manual a useful
document for anyone in charge of the exchanges
between the subcontractor and SMA.

8) Instruction: The engine test process is for-
malized in an instruction. The changes applied were
detailed in this document.

E. Test statistics

To monitor the engine population, data from the
tests are gathered in a single file called the Test
Synthesis. The data used are the ones at the points
29 and 30 of the engine test, at 230 hp. They
are the most representative of the performance of
the engine, and are the subject of the conformity
criteria. The test data are presented in a chronolog-
ical manner. One table gives the values at point 29
and point 30 of every test, another the difference
between them and the last one the average of both
values.

To visualize the relative level of the parameters,
a unified color scale was introduced in the table for
averaged values, yellow for low values, green for
values close to the mean and orange for high values.
Red is only used for values that are not within the
criteria of the CDC, for parameters concerned. This
color code can highlight tendencies and enables to
quickly identify problematic values.
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Fig. 9. The statistics synthesis document. The color shows the
relative position of the value. Red means out of criterion.

Another feature of the Test Synthesis is charts
plotted using the averaged values. They show the
evolution of the parameters, to check for trends
and have a long-term vision of the evolution of the
parameters. New graphs were added, most notably
the ones pertaining to consistency between similar
parameters, to make the synthesis more exhaustive.

To make the graphs more practical to read and
capitalize on, the parameters were first regrouped
in categories: population monitoring, test bench
monitoring, parameters consistency. They were then
sorted by type and engine organs affected, for
example temperatures related to the turbocharger.
The charts were completed by captions shortly de-
scribing the parameter, the CDC criterion if existing
and various observations, for instance a change of a
filter type that could have influence on the results.

The statistics of this file were the basis for the
new criteria implemented in the result files, to en-
sure a better surveillance and detection of potential
defects. For each parameter for which there is no
criterion in the CDC, a simple statistical analysis
gave acceptable limits.

With x̄ the parameter’s mean value and σ its
standard deviation, we can calculate a confidence
interval, CI:

CI = [x̄− 3σ; x̄+ 3σ] (1)

With a factor of three times the standard de-
viation, and considering the distribution a normal
distribution, 99.73% of the non-defective engine
population are included in the interval. It is a
conservative value, as it was deemed enough to

detect issues with the engine, when the values can
vary substantially.

The calculated intervals were turned into the
criteria for the pattern alert. Depending on the trials
of the alerts during tests, some of the intervals were
slightly narrowed or broadened.

The same method was used for the consistency
alerts. This time focusing on the difference be-
tween two measures as the subject of the statistical
analysis. Likewise, the alerts were further tuned
depending on the results of the tests.

V. TURBOCHARGER TESTS

As mentioned in the presentation of the engine,
the turbocharger is developed and produced by
SMA itself, which is uncommon. In fact, the first
generation of the engine, the SR305-230-1, used an
off-the-shelf turbocharger produced by a company
specialized in such products.

Fig. 10. The SMA Turbocharger.

This means that the turbocharger has to be tested
by SMA to ensure its conformity. As turbochargers
are either sold with new engines or as spares, more
of them are produced than engines. This leads to
two possibilities, either the turbo is tested on a
production engine doing its Acceptance test, or on
a ”tool engine” dedicated to such tests.

In the first case, the standard engine Acceptance
test serves as the turbocharger test.

In the second case, a specific, shorter test can
be used. It is not as comprehensive as the Ac-
ceptance test, however it is sufficient to assess the
turbocharger’s performances.

For this purpose, the documents used for the
engines cannot be reused directly, but can serve as
a basis for a dedicated documentation.
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A CDC for turbochargers existed, however it
was mostly a copy of the engine one, and the test
process was only superficially described. The first
modification to the CDC consisted in removing all
the paragraphs from the engine CDC and using
mentions to it instead. A visual help to install
the turbo on the SR305 was inserted. The test
procedure was specified. The turbocharger test lasts
one hour at full engine power. Two acquisition
points, equivalent to the points 29 and 30 of the
engine test, are done at the beginning and at the
end. The parameters to be measured are the ones
defined in the engine CDC.

The previous turbocharger tests used engine Re-
sult Files, with only a few columns filled. A new
document was devised, using the same format but
with just two pages. The conformity criteria are the
same as the ones used with the engines. The S/N
of the engine used for the test, and the regulatory
status of the turbocharger (Part 21G or Part 145)
were also added on the forms.

As turbocharger tests were the first to take place
during the internship, they served to tune the newly
introduced pattern and consistency alerts.

VI. PRODUCTION DOCUMENTATION

A. Objective

The aeronautical industry is highly concerned
with safety. Measures are taken to ensure the trace-
ability of all the equipments and parts mounted
on an airplane. The engine is one of the most
critical components, meaning that keeping records
of the operations, the materials and parts used to
assemble an engine is essential to the manufacturing
company.

SMA saves the above information in a folder
called the Production Record or Dossier Moteur
(DM). It features different types of documents. The
DMs are stored in fireproof safes.

The main obstacle when looking for information
in the DMs was that all the documents were in a sin-
gle, thick bundle. Finding a document could prove
challenging. Actions had already been engaged to
reduce this obstacle. A summary form that compiled
the information of the DM had been implemented.

This initiative was the basis for further improve-
ment.

B. Production Record

1) Contents: All the Check-lists or Listes à
Servir (LASs) employed throughout the assembly
of the engine are contained in the DM. Attached
to each of them is the Goods Issue for the utilized
parts. It details the batch numbers and reception
references of the parts.

Documents linked with the disparities occur-
ring in production are also included, such as the
Anomaly Notices, the Deviation Demands and the
Intervention Cards.

During the manufacturing of the engine, sub-
assemblies are first completed before being brought
together. For each of these sub-assemblies, the
disparities encountered are recapitulated in a form.
When constituting the DM, these forms are in-
cluded.

Test documents are also inserted in the Produc-
tion Record. For each test the engine performed,
the PVR, the Situation Card and the Results File
are enclosed.

Finally, a copy of the Customer documents (see
section VI-C) is physically put in the same folder,
even though they are not part of the Production
Record.

2) Updates: The first action was to improve
the organization of the DM. Instead of having a
single bundle with all the documents, it was decided
to separate the various document categories with
dividers. One section is for the LASs, with the
associated goods issues and Intervention Cards,
one for the disparities documents, one for the test
documents and one for the Customer documents.

Documents of a same nature are then sorted
chronologically, from the most recent one to the
oldest. The information research is greatly simpli-
fied.

The organization of the digital files was also
reworked. The basis for the new arrangement was
a previous proposal that had been only partially
set up. When the DM is finished, it is scanned
and saved in a folder associated to the engine. The
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digital copy of the Customer documents, contrary
to the paper one, is stored in a separate folder.

The summary that had been created was edited,
starting by the addition of the S/Ns of the se-
rialized equipments installed. All the documents
were previously sorted by production phase, which
meant that one type of document was listed on
several pages. The new reasoning was to arrange
by type, so that one could find at a glance all
the similar information. A page recapitulating the
test history of the engine was introduced. A side
effect of the modifications was that the size of
the summary was reduced, which was a benefit
since the Reception Record already contains a lot of
pages. The summary was thus made more practical
to use for people filling it out as well as for people
using it to search the engine production history.

To formalize the new method, the instruction on
how to constitute the DM was revised in depth. It
was stated that the paper copy is the official one.
Additionally, a paragraph that quickly presents the
purpose of the Reception Record was incorporated
into the engine assembly process procedure.

3) New Assemblies: In the course of production,
an already finished engine can be disassembled, to
apply a conversion or alter its configuration. De-
pending on the scope of the rework, the documents
linked to it can either be added to the existing
Record or integrated as a new assembly in the
Production Record.

The definition of a new assembly was confused,
as no guidelines existed to sort the different possi-
bilities. After discussion, two cases of modification
were classified as a new assembly:

- A change of configuration
- An opening of the engine block.
The structure and method to register new assem-

blies were also not properly defined. The solution
picked was to consider the new assembly Record
as a shortened, additional Production Record. A
summary, of the same format as the standard one but
reduced in size, compiles the documents contained
in the new assembly Record.

The list of LASs from the standard assembly is
conserved, however only the reference of the ones
used in the new assembly are to be completed.

This way, one can determine what operations were
executed.

The documents are sorted the same way as the
Reception Record’s. In the folder, the assembly
Records are arranged in chronological order so that
the latest assembly comes first. As for the digital
format, the Record is scanned and saved in a folder
linked to the new assembly.

Like the other updates, all the aforementioned
changes were inserted in the instruction dedicated
to the composition of the Production Record.

4) Turbocharger Production Record:
Turbochargers are unique equipments in that
they have their own Production Records. This owes
to their complexity and the fact that they can be
sold separately as spares.

Due to the lower number of operations needed
to assemble a turbocharger, the Records are much
shorter, making their reading simpler. Moreover, the
Records feature a summary that helps find the in-
formation. The solution selected for the Production
Records was partially inspired by the example of
the turbochargers.

As the turbocharger Records were already satis-
factory, only the addition of a check-list to verify
the presence of all the required documents was
proposed. However this could not be implemented
before the end of the internship.

C. Customer documents

The engine is sent to the Customer with a pack-
age of documents, that will give him information
about this particular engine and its operation. While
not strictly speaking a part of the DM, customer
documents are an important aspect of the engine
documentation and are closely related to it.

Customer documents include:
- An Engine Log Book, where the operational

life will be written down by the customer. The en-
gine type and configuration, serial number, storage
expiry date, as well as the LVDT value to achieve
nominal power are indicated by SMA.

- A Performance Card, giving the power, the
manifold air pressure and the fuel consumption of
the engine in normal mode.
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- A Weight Card, giving the weight of the engine
with its accompaniment package. This document is
essential for the shipping of the engine.

- A Draining Certificate, attesting that the engine
is empty of oil and kerosene. This document is
compulsory for the transporters as it certifies that
the engine is not a hazardous material.

- A Packing List, enumerating all the equipments
shipped with the engine. It is linked to the European
Aviation Safety Agency (EASA) Form 1.

- A Documentary Packing List, that has the same
purpose as the previous one but for documents.

The list of Service Bulletins (SBs) and Airworthi-
ness Directives (ADs) was previously not sent with
the engine in Part 21G, as it was in Part 145.

SBs are emitted by SMA to convey modifications
or instructions relative to the use of the engines. For
example, a part replacement or directives regarding
the use of anti-icing additives. They can either be
recommended, optional or mandatory.

ADs stem from mandatory SBs. They are emit-
ted by an Aviation Authority. No aircraft can fly
without ensuring that all the applicable ADs are
accomplished [5].

The precise list of SBs and ADs for the engine,
along with their applicability, is an important in-
formation for the customers. Without it, they had
to verify by themselves which ADs and SBs were
applicable and if so, which ones had been applied.
It was a demand from the Customer Support team to
add this inventory to the accompaniment package,
as was already done when sending back an engine
after maintenance.

In order to apply this to production, the list of
existing SBs and ADs was reviewed to determine
which ones are applied. It turned out that most of
them referred to the SR305-230 and SR305-230-1
engines, so they were not applicable to the current
production versions. They were still included in
the document to avoid customers wondering about
them. Once the review was complete, a prefilled
list was prepared, with the non-applicable SBs and
ADs stated. The person in charge of preparing the
engine log book only has to complete the status of
the ADs and SBs applicable.

The formatting of the Customer documents was
reworked, English was set as the primary language
instead of French.

The file employed to print the documents in the
production context was updated. The first page is
used to fill in all the required information. A single
command is then used to print all the documents.
This simplifies the preparation of the engine before
shipment.

VII. PRODUCTION PROCESS

Manufacturing Sequences or Gammes De Mon-
tage (GDMs) are used to describe the different
steps of production. They are presented as Pow-
erpoint slides. Each manufacturing station in the
workshop has a computer on which the GDMs can
be consulted. Each GDM comes with a dedicated
check-list, called LAS. The LAS indicates all the
parts/documents necessary for the operation. The
operator has to cross the operations that have been
made, as well as indicating the serial number of the
parts employed. The date must also be indicated.
This way, one can easily know who has done
the operation, when and what parts were used by
looking at the LAS.

Fig. 11. Example of a GDM slide. The operation number is
indicated in the upper left corner. The background color, green
here, indicates that the operation is to be done by an operator.

The test process and the DM completion are
present in five different GDMs. The first one is
the preparation of the engine for the test. The four
others take place after the engine performed its
test. They are the Engine Validation, The After Test
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Control, The Documentary Package Preparation and
the Shipment Preparation GDMs.

As these GDMs effectively codify the process,
they needed to be adjusted to the new elements
introduced. An effort was also made to clarify the
distinction between process steps, as the previous
GDMs could overlap. This meant that an operator
had to use different GDMs simultaneously, which
could pose problems. For example, an ongoing
GDM could be forgotten and left unfinished.

1) Pre-Test Engine Preparation: The engine
must be prepared to be shipped to SODEMO for
testing. This GDM consists mostly of visual inspec-
tions to make sure the engine is complete and ready.
These steps were left as they were.

One minor update to this GDM was taking into
account the future configuration, by simply adding
it to the choices available in the steps that are
differentiated accordingly.

A picture of the wooden protection structure to
be installed around the engine chariot for transport
was added, to avoid ambiguity. The preparation of
the documents accompanying the engine, namely
the PVR and Situation Card, was further detailed.

Lastly, placing an identification card in sight on
the transport chariot, giving the engine S/N and
status (Part 21G, Part 145, etc.), was generalized.
This need was identified prior to the audit at
SODEMO (cf. section VIII). Engines, parts and
tools belonging to either Part 21G or Part 145 must
be strictly identified and separated.

2) Engine Validation: This GDM is started once
the test is over, and before the engine returns to
SMA. Its role is to check both that the test was
done according to the specifications, and that the
engine is in conformity with the criteria.

In the previous version, the result analysis was
only sparsely described, with only one general slide.
Detailing it was the main update to the GDM.

First, the list of documents to be checked was
adapted to the new procedure. The PVR was re-
moved, as it is now sent back at the same time as
the engine. A step dealing with the use of the Raw
Data Exploitation file was added, and a link to the
default gallery was implemented. The Results File
analysis was cut into 4 different steps, one for the

result tables, one for the power setting page, one
for the gauges and the last for the condition charts.

The Test Synthesis was formally included into
the analysis process. A step was added, stating that
the data from the test must be integrated into the
file. This ensures that the Synthesis is up to date.

Once the results have been analyzed, SMA’s
decision regarding the engine must be notified to
SODEMO. In accordance with the newly imple-
mented exchange manual (cf. section IV-D7), it was
specified that this decision had to be sent in written
form, and to the dedicated SODEMO test bench
mailbox.

In the previous iteration, the two last steps were
referring to the two next GDMs, which meant the
GDM could not be closed before finishing those.
These steps were deleted to avoid overlapping is-
sues.

The GDM was previously done by an operator,
however it was decided that from now on, it would
be executed by a production controller. The color
of the slides was thus changed from green to red,
according to SMA’s code.

3) After Test Control: When the engine test has
been accepted, the engine is dismounted from the
bench and sent back to SMA. Upon arrival, a visual
control of the engine is performed.

An operation related to the verification and anal-
ysis of the oil sample was added, as it will now
be systematically performed. The label and volume
of the sample shipped by the subcontractor have
to comply with the recommendations of the CDC.
Once this has been checked, the sample is sent to a
specialized laboratory to be analyzed. The result of
this study is taken into account to assess the engine
performance.

4) Documentary Package Preparation: Prepar-
ing all the documents that are to accompany the
engine is described in this GDM. The DM is
verified and completed.

A CD-ROM containing all the required manuals
is created, that includes the Illustrated Parts Catalog,
the Maintenance Manual and the Operating Manual.
The applicable SBs and ADs are also enclosed.

Some of the documents to be printed did not have
a dedicated step. The GDM was adjusted to remedy
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this. The new list of SBs and ADs was integrated
in the process.

This GDM contained an operation that could be
executed only when the engine was ready to be
shipped. It was moved to the next GDM, once
again to prevent overlapping. A control of the
markings and sealing of the engine box was deemed
redundant as it is performed during the Shipment
Preparation. It was removed.

5) Shipment Preparation: The last GDM is ded-
icated to making sure the engine is ready to be
shipped to the customer.

The engine is dismounted from its chariot and put
in a box. The engine is cleaned and a new oil filter
is installed. All the parts shipped with the engine
are packed. The presence of all the necessary plugs
and labels is checked.

This GDM was only slightly altered. An op-
eration previously done during the Documentary
Package Preparation was placed at the end and a
control of the Customer documents was removed.

VIII. WORK WITH THE SUBCONTRACTOR

As the test effectively take place at the sub-
contracting company, SODEMO, working in co-
ordination with them was an essential part of the
internship. They are the primary user of a number
of documents and have a great experience in engine
tests, so their opinion was frequently asked about
the actions that were set up. It means that commu-
nication was a major concern when working with
SODEMO.

Throughout the internship, each time a new ver-
sion of a test document was edited, it was transmit-
ted to SODEMO who had to confirm they had taken
notice of it. This made sure that both companies
worked with the same model.

Several test iterations were required to try out
the changes that were done to the process. It was
only with real experience that their impact could be
assessed.

SODEMO’s culture is one of motor sports, where
regulations are not nearly as restrictive as in the
aeronautical field. Keeping a trace of everything
happening in the course of production is not re-
quired for most of their activities. Their Quality

Management System is also not as developed as
SMA’s.

An audit by the Civil Aviation Safety Organisa-
tion or Organisme pour la Sécurité de l’Aviation
Civile (OSAC) took place at SODEMO during the
internship. It was the first time they were audited
by an aeronautical Authority. This is due to the fact
that SODEMO, by performing the production tests,
is a full part of SMA’s process. While taking place
there, it was also SMA and the supervision of its
subcontractors that were indirectly auditioned.

The audit by the OSAC was a challenge for
SODEMO and for SMA. To prepare for it, two trips
were necessary, as well as a preliminary audit by
SMA.

New Part 145 regulations had just been pub-
lished, to deal with Foreign Object Debris (FOD).
All the tools used for maintenance purposes were to
be kept in tidy and clearly identified emplacements.
Previously all the tools used by SODEMO were
put directly in a box without any sorting. The
same method that SMA uses was adopted, placing
pictures of the toolboxes to show what they look
like with all the tools in place. By comparing with
the image, one can quickly notice a missing tool.

The lack of regulatory status labeling on the
engines while at SODEMO led to the adoption of
an identification card that is to be placed on the
engine chariot. The same issue with turbochargers
was resolved with labels on the transport boxes.

All the procedures applied by SODEMO during
the test stem from SMA’s. At the start of the intern-
ship, most of them dated from the beginning of the
tests at SODEMO. A major action undertaken by
SODEMO was to update them. They were assisted
in this by SMA, which provided guidelines and
advices.

A first update of the CDCs and test documents
was transmitted to SODEMO prior to the audit,
so that they could incorporate the changes to their
documentation.

Thanks to the coordinated work of both com-
panies, the audit was successful. only minor cor-
rections were asked by the auditors. One of those,
regarding the coherence between the references of
the documents sent and the ones written on the
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Situation Card, was amended by adding a warning
for the person filling this form out.

IX. CONCLUSION

The whole test process of the SR305-230 engine
has been reviewed and improvements in terms of
procedure, data communication and treatment have
been implemented. The documents used have been
updated to better fit to the reality of the process.
Some were outdated and featured obsolete proce-
dures or references, some could lack useful details.
By communicating with the people using these
documents, including the subcontracting company,
it was possible to identify and deal with these
shortcomings. The production documentation used
was also the subject of a thorough analysis. The
files used to edit the documents were reworked to
facilitate the process. A more structured approach
was used to classify the traceability documents in
the Production Record. Due to operational con-
straints, no Production Record could be completed
with the new method, so its impact could not
be appreciated during the internship. However it
is expected that the research of information will
be simplified. Throughout the internship, the aero-
nautical regulations had to be taken into account,
affecting the procedures and documents. An audit
by an Aviation Authority, that took place during the
internship, was a concrete example of that.
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APPENDIX A
TEST ACQUISITION POINTS TABLE

Total Engine Corrected Corrected
Point No Time Speed Torque Power

min RPM N.m hp
1 Sensor zero calibration

Running-in
2 4 1000 112 15.9
3 8 1600 112 25.5
4 12 1250 161 28.7
5 16 1250 250 44.5
6 20 1400 220 43.9
7 24 2000 220 62.6
8 28 1600 287 65.4
9 32 1600 500 113.9
10 36 1800 363 93
11 40 2200 363 113.7
12 44 2000 449 127.9
13 48 2000 600 170.9
14 52 2200 548 171.7
15 56 2200 742 232.4
16 60 1600 500 113.9
17 Sensor zero calibration

Performance Characterization
18 Sensor zero calibration
19 4 2200 548 171.7
20 8 2200 645 202.0
21 12 2200 742 232.3
22 16 800 Idle Idle
23 20 1600 500 113.9
24 24 2200 548 171.7
25 28 2200 645 202
26 32 2200 742 232.3
27 Sensor zero calibration

LVDT Power setting
28 Sensor zero calibration
29 4 2200 Max power setting
30 8 2200 Max power setting
31 Sensor zero calibration

Mechanical mode setting
32 Sensor zero calibration
33 4 2200 Mech. power setting
34 Sensor zero calibration


